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This following report presents the “Amsterdam Living Roadmap” project by Alexan-
dra Gurita, Maria Soliman, Venus Chung and Will Neeteson together with our amaz-
ing clients the Gemeente Amsterdam in cooperation with Informaat - experience 
design. The six-weeks project was part of the Master Digital Design programme 
2018/19 at the Hogeschool van Amsterdam. In this report we will present our de-
sign process and how it led to the final concept and prototype.

The project focuses on providing a platform that helps streamlining the innovation in 
energy transition in Amsterdam. While the community is already actively innovating 
in the area of energy transition, there is a lack of alignment with current challanges 
and of transparency of existing projects. The proposed concept addresses these is-
sues and points out core aspects that are needed to improve the innovation process 
within energy transition. Our insights are based on research on existing solutions, 
platforms and energy transition frameworks and user research conducted with ex-
perts in citizen engagement, innovation processes as well as start up journeys.

We are happy to provide this report and share our insights on how to accelerate 
and streamline the innovation process as a contribution to the energy transition in 
Amsterdam.
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1. Discover
Introduction The Municipality of Amsterdam has set the ambitious goal to be leading the energy transition in the 

Netherlands and in Europe. To achieve this, Amsterdam will be natural gas-free, will invest heavily in 
clean energy generation, greatly reduce its energy need and realize emission-free mobility - this re-
quires collaboration with citizens and partners of the city. Innovation plays a big part in this. Howev-
er, the Municipality sees that innovation in the energy transition lacks clear direction, is fragmented 
and often invisible. In order to speed things up and achieve their ambitions, they have to organize 
the way to innovate in the energy transition domain. In short, they want to streamline innovation.

The Municipality of Amsterdam, as well as its stakeholders from energy-related enterprises, invision 
a systematic approach to create and monitor the progress of innovation within the energy transition 
of Amsterdam.

The goal of the project is to conceptualize a framework in which there is clarity in what the Munici-
pality is already working on, what challenges need to be solved and what possible future scenarios 
are foresight as an outcome of the energy transition. These three pillars shall determine the rele-
vance of innovators’ ideas and make it easier to built upon existing ones.

The team worked methodologically by being guided over the ‘Double Diamond’ process maps  in 
which there are divergent and convergent stages of a design process. These stages are: Discover 
–identify, research and understand the initial problem. Define – limit and define a clear problem to 
be solved. Develop – focus on and develop a solution. Deliver – test and evaluate, ready the con-
cept for production and launch.

We have “personalized” the process by adding a new phase halfway, after “Define” - so we can 
decide what idea to develop as we had to create a platform which had features - in the diagrams 
called “ideas”.

Methodology
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Research Literature 
review

Research question
What are the elements of a framework that streamlines innovation and creates collaboration among inno-
vators – including the citizens, the City of Amsterdam and organisations – to accelerate the city’s effective 
energy transition?

Sub-questions
 1. How to make visible the actions of the City of Amsterdam in regards to energy transition?
 2. What are the features of an innovation framework for innovators?
 3. What would engage the inactive population in energy transition?

Methodology
 1. Secondary research
  1.1 Literature review
  1.2 Trend research
  1.3 Energy transition
  1.4 (Innovation) Frameworks
  1.5 Nordic countries (Sweden, Switzerland, Norway, Iceland)
  1.6 Online platforms
 2. Primary research
  2.1 Online questionnaire
  2.2 Face-to-face interviews

The Dutch energy transition
The Dutch sustainable development is aiming to change the energy, transportation, and agriculture systems 
to reach the EU but also national goals1 by using a model of transition management. Even more, the sustain-
able development is more about the redirection of development (WCED, 1987) as the requirements of that 
are multiple for various domains and a blueprint cannot be derived as an universal concept of sustainability. 
(Farrell et al., 2005).

According to Kemp R. et al, the Dutch government deals with six problems in regards to the management 
of energy transitions to a low-carbon energy system, as stated in their research paper: “ambivalence about 
goals, uncertainty about cause–effect relations, distributed power of control, political myopia, determina-
tion of short-term steps for long-term change and the danger of lock-in to new systems”.

If we take the problems of the energy transition chain one by one, Kemp R. et al states that firstly, “the prob-
lem” that is approached shall be initially described and leave no room for interpretation. Moreover, there 
is limited knowledge of ecological “cause-and-effect” which needs flexible designs for long-term solutions 
– state of mind which needs to be adopted by the government too.

“A form of interactive governance is needed, concerned with expressing long-term aims and the man-
agement of transition processes.”

When starting a (energy) transition, visions are expressed by individuals or social groups, thus the visions are 

1 Kemp, R., Rotmans, J., & Loorbach, D. (2007). Assessing the Dutch Energy Transition Policy: How Does it Deal with Dilemmas of Managing Transi-
tions? Journal of Environmental Policy & Planning, 9(3-4), 315-331. doi:10.1080/15239080701622816
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related to interests (Grin, 2000)2. And “it is important to explore multiple visions and to be reflective about 
them. Visions for sustainability should be assessed constantly. Participatory integrated assessment is a useful 
approach for this”. Although short-term action for long-term change sounds like a good idea, this presents 
a big problem for decision makers at all levels because there is no theory on how to approach this. When 
looking at old solutions, there is a danger of seeing those as a definitive response to a problem – when is 
better to actually see that as a temporary solution which can be improved as the context is always changing.

Analyzing the long-term system effects of various Dutch energy systems, there were not given much atten-
tion, they were rather explored only superficially. For the main routes, special transition paths were selected 
(as seen in Table 1) and they created transition platforms involving recruited private and public actors. In 
these six platforms, individuals from the private and the public sector come together to develop a common 
ambition for particular areas (the so-called transition themes), develop pathways and suggest transition ex-
periments.

The problem of distributed powers of control was solved3 by giving an important role to the transition plat-
forms – but in later stages of the energy transition activities, “the role of the transition platforms will become 
less important, and politics more important”. The participants of the energy-transition platforms can be 
seen below: The transition paths have been chosen by people in the platforms (in which the business voice is 
prominent). There has been little cooperation between the platforms or mutual learning. It has not become 
politically salient in parliament and society is not really involved in it. 

2 Grin, J. (2000) Vision assessment to support shaping 21st century society? Technology assessment as a tool for political judgement, in: J. Grin & A. 
Grunwald (Eds) Vision Assessment: Shaping Technology in 21st Century Society. Towards a Repertoire for Technology Assessment, pp. 9–30 (Heidel-
berg: Springer Verlag).
3 Loorbach, D., 2002. Transition Management: Governance for Sustainability. Conference Governance and Sustainability: New challenges for the 
State, Business and Civil Society. 

The portfolio of alternative energy technol-
ogies is very broad but this is not necessar-
ily a bad thing.4 Transition management is 
a new steering concept that relies on pro-
cesses of variation and selection by mak-
ing use of ‘bottom-up’ developments but 
also top-down elements, such as long-term 
goals (based on a sustainability vision) both 
at the national and local level.

Overall, energy transition in the Nether-
lands is considered a success in creating a 
new discourse, framework and orientation5 
which is widely supported. However, the 
transition management is not the open, re-
flexive process it was supposed to be.

4 Kemp, R., Loorbach, D. & Rotmans, J. (2007) Transi-
tion management as a model for managing processes of 
co-evolution, The International Journal of Sustainable De-
velopment and World Ecology (special issue on (co)-evo-
lutionary approach to sustainable development), 14, pp. 
78–91.
5 Mog, J. M. (2004) Struggling with Sustainability—A 
Comparative Framework for Evaluating Sustainable 
Development Programs, World Development, 32(12), pp. 
2139–2160
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Open innovation
Looking at open innovation modes, according to Lazzarotti V. and Manzini R., there are reveals a framework 
of four basic ways to collaborate6, identified as: closed innovators, open innovators, specialized collabora-
tors, and integrated collaborators. Their tested framework shows that, in some cases, being totally open in 
innovation activities is not the only and most suitable option, but that different degrees and ways of “open-
ness” can be implemented successfully, as well as the totally closed option.

Furthermore, Mentink, B. created a CBMI (Circular Business Model Innovation) framework which outlines a 
process of five phases and organizes eighteen key challenges which companies normally encounter. 

The four main phases in the BM innovation process stated in the CBMI are: 
1. “The initiation or analysis phase, where the current business environment is analysed for changes in stake-
holder (and customer) needs and in other drivers.
2. The ideation or idea generation phase, where creative thinking must enable the generation of new ideas. 
3. The integration phase, where ideas of the previous phase are elaborated further into complete BMs. 
4. The implementation phase, which entails all necessary processes of alignment and acquisition of resourc-
es to pilot the new BM in practice.“ 7

It is important to note the BMI process is an iterative process and passes through the phases several times, 
cyclical or back and forth (see reciprocal arrows). Each time more information is added (more detail, more 
relations, more solved issues, etc.).

6 Lazzarotti, V., & Manzini, R. (2013). Different Modes of Open Innovation: A Theoretical Framework and an Empirical Study. Open Innovation Re-
search, Management and Practice Series on Technology Management, 15-37. doi:10.1142/9781783262816_0002
7 Mentink, B. (2014). A process framework and a tool for business model innovation in a circular economy. Circular Business Model Innovation.

Engagement strategies
According to Pranis E. et al, engaging citizens in sustainability is most effective when the issues 
that affect the personal live, the environment and the communities are identified. Moreover, the 
majority of the people is willing to join actions if the solution are presented – particularly the youth 
sees themselves as “change agents” when they have opportunities to plan, take decision or eval-
uate projects.8

When looking at U.S. cities over the last decade, at least 42 cities have elected to pursue sustain-
able cities programs to improve their livability, such as smart growth efforts or target projects: 
bicycle ridership and pesticide reduction programs. In cities where the sustainable cities idea first 
emerged in local grassroots organizations, such as Seattle, these programs owe their existence to 
public involvement. Other cities have taken a top down approach, treating sustainability as a mat-
ter for experts rather than ordinary citizens. 

8 Pranis, E., & Duffin, M. (2009). Engaging you adults in a sustainable future. NPS Convervation study institute
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Secondary
research

Amsterdam Municipality: Policies on renewable energies
“Innovative new technologies have the power to bring about a sustainability revolution in our city. Amster-
dam’s current city government has chosen to focus specifically on innovations such as smart heat networks 
and electrical grids, as well as the development of gas-free, zero-energy homes.”

Goals
- By 2020, Amsterdam aims to reduce energy usage per resident by 20% compared to 2013
- Boost the number of households using solar energy to 80,000 by 2020 and to 450,000 by 2040
- Increase the use of wind energy by 2020, in the Port of Amsterdam, IJplas and NDSM Wharf
- Reduce energy consumption by businesses, sports clubs, schools, and community organisations
- Encourage zero-energy construction

How
- Residents can get free energy advice and can request grants or low-cost loans in order to pay for sus-
tainable projects
- Government offers a variety of subsidies and grants, as well as free advice about solar energy
- Requirements have been simplified or relaxed in order to make it easier to take sustainability measures
- Connect more homes to heating networks and make greater use of solar and wind power
- The use of heat networks cuts CO2 emissions by about half compared to natural gas
- Different heat networks in the city are currently being compared to determine which is the most sus-
tainable

Amsterdam Smart City 
Amsterdam Smart City is an online platform where citizens, government and business can build and test 
projects aimed at guiding the city’s sustainable growth. The webiste allows everyone to share an idea for 
a public project and seek out partners or investment. Amsterdam Smart City has the ambition to become 
the largest smart city innovation platform in Amsterdam and shall create the overview of the ecosystem, 
connects communities to share expertise and kickstarts, accelerates and strengthens new projects that 
make the city future-proof.

C40
Amsterdam has invested in over fifty projects in the areas of climate, sustainability and air quality New Am-
sterdam Climate Plan, which sets a target to reduce the City of Amsterdam’s GHG emissions by % by 2025.

Amsterdam has found, however, that homeowners and other groups eligible for such loans ave not taken 
advantage of this program at the scale the city government expected. [...] residents feel little urgency to 
take the steps to install solar or conduct energy retrofits. In response, Amsterdam is currently considering 
new incentives for solar deployment as well as policy instruments that will make it easier for residents and 
other small-scale electricity consumers to install solar panels.

Amsterdam developed an open-source Energy Atlas to provide detailed information on the geographical 
distribution of energy demand and potential supply [...] and a basis for local energy strategies; to enable 
implementation of the right combination of measures and technologies [...] and to help build the business 
case for district heating, cooling and power.
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Plaftorms
comparison

Innovators
Two variables are considered that represent the degree of openness for a company: 1. the number/type 
of partners with which the company collaborates, briefly labelled as “partner variety”; 2. the number/type 
of phases of the innovation process that the company opens to external contributions, briefly labelled as 
“innovation funnel openness”. By crossing these two variables, four basic modes of open innovation are 
identified: closed innovators, open innovators, specialized collaborators and integrated collaborators. 
The framework shows that, in some cases, being totally open in innovation activities is not the only and 
most suitable option, but that different degrees and ways of “openness” can be implemented successful-
ly, as well as the totally closed option.

Amsterdam 
Smart City

Amsterdam Smart City is a innovation 
platform for a futureproof and livable 
city. Join the community and tackle the 
challenges cities are facing. 

Community, Fo-
rum

It grew a community without meaning to.

Digital Social 
Innovation

Digital social innovation brings together 
people and digital technologies to tack-
le social and environmental challenges.

Landing page Structured project challenges 

Jovoto Mass collaboration on the jovoto plat-
form leads to fresh ideas, from product 
design and marketing campaigns to 
innovative business scenarios of the 
future.

Different dash-
board for user 
and non-user

Companies give assignments to users, they give feed-
back and then they give prizes to a large number or 
participants.

Open IDEO OpenIDEO puts the power of hu-
man-centered design in the hands of 
many.

Methodology, 
Process timeline

1. Template to write and upload a project challenge. 
Ask for help 2. User’s profile with point system → we 
can borrow of the gamification 3. Expert comment 
features: of the field would help to faciliate and move 
things forward. 4. Watchers can look on the chal-
lenge progress of others as take away. 5. Company 
will sponsor 3 winners for implementation (expertise, 
funding)  6. Resource: http://www.designkit.org

Patreon Finally, creators get what they deserve. Subsidies, Financ-
ing, Sponsoring, 
Crowdfunding

Support “inspiration” with an amount of money that you give monthly - 
the supported person needs to give something back as a reward

Quora Our mission is to share and grow the 
world’s knowledge.

"Expert-level" The profile grows by itself depending on the platform activity.

Spectrum Chat The community platform for the future. 
The internet was built for communities. 

Community Develop a relevant community, encourage collaboration, provide sup-
port to move things forward.

State of green State of Green fosters relations with 
international stakeholders interested in 
discussing their challenges and bring 
into play relevant Danish competencies 
and technologies that enable the green 
transition.

Community Denmark’s energy transition website. Reference for its clean layout and 
easy navigation directory / guide.

Transformcity A new urban development workflow for 
local governments

Map, crowd fund-
ing, communi-
ty-driven

Dashboard and project management; “Collaborative urban develop-
ment, aimed at growing a sustainable and inclusive local community of 
co-owners”

TripAdvisor TripAdvisor, Inc. is an American travel 
and restaurant website company that 
shows hotel and restaurant reviews, ac-
commodation bookings and others.

"Expert-level" An user becomes and expert of a city he answers the most question.

Ye! Ye! is the global online community of 
young entrepreneurs where you can get 
in touch with peers, find knowledge, 
coaching, and funding.

Start-up/Scale-up Library (directory of resources);  Selected roles and its specific user 
journey flow
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Primary
research

Online questionnaire
The primary research started by creating two online surveys for separate target groups: the innovators and 
the general public. The goal of the survey for innovators was to understand their process and what are their 
needs (tools, assets, people) when they start a project. Moreover, we looked into where do they get inspira-
tion from as well as their motivation for starting certain projects. The general public questionnaire focused 
on the attitudes of the citizens of Amsterdam in regards to energy transition. Discussed topics included local 
communities, awareness and where do they get information about this subject.

The surveys looked into qualitative answers and the respondents were in number or 10. The results of the 
questionnaires showed that regardless the profession of the respondents, they all had the attitude of a 
maker that has an idea and works/worked towards it. The period of time the people worked for their idea 
ranged from 2 to 6 months.

Morover, when looking into assets that innovators would like to access funding is the first one, followed 
by people to recruit and domain knowlledge - but when asking specifically about what needs they have in 
regards to the energy transition, they miss a guidance and a showcase of existing solutions. 

In general, respondents find important to know that Gouvernment is part of the action/platform that they 
use as this encourages them to take action because it looks more serious and in the end, their action can 
have a concrete real solution.

Face-to-face interviews 
During our research, we interviewed several people who provided valuable insights for the concept. The 
interviewee are research experts at the HvA, start-up representatives and innovators, using platforms such 
as Amsterdam Smart City who are potential users of the target group.

One of our main insights from talking to experts and potential users from the target group is that being 
part of a community is an important aspect for all our interviewees. Getting in touch with people in the real 
world is essential. Innovators use platforms and work on projects, because they want to give back to the 
city by having a positive impact. They are willing to help but expect something in return.

Most importantly, they are looking for personalised, clearly structured overviews of projects and mem-
bers, preferably also by utilising a map. Some would like to find other people to join their project idea. A 
repeated frustration was not being able to find relevant information easily, which is why we need to find a 
way to enable users to quickly browse through content and intuitively find what they are looking for. But 
while everyone sees great potential in a digital support for innovators when working towards improving 
the energy transition in Amsterdam, it was pointed out that the experience needs to stay rich and human 
and take place in the real world.

The conclusions of the primary and secondary research were translated into research insights (p. 54 - 59) 
and further into design criteria (see p. 24).
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Research
insights
7 interviews
1 walk-through

Individual innovator
- Marcus
    1. People want to be in a physical world AR for seeing what others are doing around you
    2. Events (the bar at the top, every 4 months you have a meet-up with everyone involved)
    3. Make it more creative/emotional (maybe use pictures? animations)
    4. Bell needs to be changed but idea is great
    5. Privacy - do you need e-mail? it might be better than facebook or gmail
    6. Our database is made by skimming the web or is it made by us? 
    7. How much money and cost would that cost? 
    8. No limitation in selecting subjects - +an innovator doesn’t want to be limited, an app is better than html web
    9. He made a profile to take part of the community and to “bookmark”

 - Mick
    1. Actions on the platforms: like and interest what is the difference? “interest is too much, i don’t want e-mails”
    2. The landing page should be concise and should be pinterest like, pictures / log in landing page shall be different
    3. Landing needs to focus what you can actually do on the platform-take action, the actions needs to be at the top
    4. He is using the platforms it for searching events and connecting with people
    5. Meetup.com for free and not tickets - shows what is happening, what is relevant to him
    6. A map that shows what’s around - filer the events.
    7. Challenge/product needs a clear title and picture - clear explanation of details when you tap
    8. Twitter for people he follows - that post events regularly

- Bambi  
    1. Impact of her actions is unknown
    2. She would lke to see the impact of her actions in the big goal of ET

Startup company
- Tudor
    1. He would pay to send a message to people that he needs
    2. Innovation is to combine two things form different industries into somethings new
    3. Show people that can make a difference
    4. The city is giving a lot to the users so that’s why they should participate
    5. “Look around” and start ideating

Expert
- Marcel 
    1. Privacy is the first concern when making a profile
    2. Control on personal details is very important
    3. Circular economy is actually a spiral
    4. Ideas or tutorials are very useful (e.g. is i can’t have solar panels on my roof, I can pay to have it on someone else roof)
    5. One product for 6 people instead of 6 products for 6 people more impact is important
    6. Contact with people in real world is very important

- Nicolai
   1. Technology can help citizens, individual citizens organize together to to change things for in their local neighborhood 
   2. Games, platforms, websites, apps, can that help citizens organize themselves
   3. There’s a citizen empowerment and then there’s an end user empowerment angles
   4. One issue with it is that it’s never easy to get an online community going: they need a spark
   5. People need assistance

- Ruby
  1. More easy way to share projects interactive
  2. She needs to push small messages 
  3. Innovators need funds and collaboration
  4. Think in long-term not in short-tem
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Context

Amsterdam Startup Scene / 
Business-minded people together
House shortage 
Amsterdam is overpopulated
Awareness through education
Freelancers are rising

Decentralization
Social media is power
Chatbots
A.I.
Omnichannel experience

Transparency
Intuity
Appealing
Mobile-based
Personalized
Contextually aware

How to engage people?
How to finance projects?
How to build a centralized system to 
control citizens democratically?

EU 2020’s strategy
GDPR
Amsterdam’s policy over energy
transition

Cliemate change
EU Funds
Focus on circular economy
Trendy to be sustainable
Aware

Empowerment of the regular user
Connect citizens
Young & fun as tone of voice
The community is already there

2. Define
Problem 
statement

Vision

Goals

Design 
challenge

The city of Amsterdam believes that their current energy-transition projects are not visible and monitored 
and the community of innovators that shall contribute to the projects is fragmented mainly because the 
information about them is incomplete, thus they cannot be connected by their common interests. On top 
of that, the regular citizen cannot find personalized solutions or asissted help to become greener.

The municipality of Amsterdam has a vision of a Living Roadmap that provides a framework for what kind 
of innovation is (still) needed and why; provides a supporting route for ideas to be developed into feasible 
solutions.

The goals of the project are to stimulating new clean businesses, a future proof city; be transparent and give 
accessibility to innovators for effective innovation towards a democratic socially grounded transition; and in 
the end, stop humans causing climate change.

The design challenge consists of: 
    a. Provide a library of tools & assets that innovators can use
    b. Describe present and future challenges of the municipality
    c. Be meaningful to the community so people change their behavior
    d. Connect the community of Amsterdam’s innovators to work together
    e. Collecting/having access of personal information of the platform users 
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Journey
map
(initial @ p. 62)

Persona
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Criteria After we have collected the data from both secondary and primary research, we have clus-
tered the conclusions in “requirements” for our concept ideation. As some of our criteria had 
to be fixed - such as the experience and the content - we had to focus to ideate on creating 
directions for the interaction. In the following chapter are presented converging and divering 
methods which we used in our ideation phase for  creating three different ideas for the con-
cept.

Experience
Clean iA
Intuitive experience
Supportive
Reflective
Easy to find information 
Habit-changer

Content
Provide a library of assets
Easy to find information 
Visual appealing
Transparent in data collection
Show clear problem definition

Interaction
Make the main energy transitions
goal responsive to users’ activity 
Guide innovation
Monitor the progress of projects
Engaging
Provide steps to insert content

3. Decide
Diverge
methods

The next phase after listing the requirements was to start converging. The phase started by listing converg-
ing methods that could suit our project: mindmap, how-to?, storyboard, synetics. In the end, we mixted 
the first two methods (mindmap + how-to?) and we’ve listed four questions in regards to our problem. The 
questions were: “How to support innovation?”, “How to engage citizens?”, “How to monitor progress?” 
and “How to organize big data?”. We had sessions of 10 minutes in which we used different colors to write 
ideas that could solve the problems previously listed. We clustered the answers in blocks and we discussed 
possible ideas that could include them as seen in the picture on the right. The main of the big topics be-
came possible features of the platform and the post-notes were ways to the describe the content. Next, we 
made a storyboard which would simulate an user-flow in which a persona goes through the listed features.
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Ideation Going through the storyboard we’ve realised that the features can be the same but they can be imple-
mented in various concepts. Thus, the ideation consisted in finding three directions for the concept. 
From previous session, we’ve listed charateristics that we wanted to have as requirements. 

The next session consisted in looking at inspiration which we combined with the characteristics listed 
previously. The outcome was the three directions in which we presented to the client in the second 
week together with advantages and disadvantages.

The concept of the desktop-based direction focused into 
creating new information architecture and looking into 
the problems in which Amsterdam Smart City platform 
had. The interface and the voice-and-tone should be se-
rious and clasic.

Idea I
The usual suspect
Desktop-based

Advantages
• quick to create
• cheap implementation
• easy to understand
• regular interface

Disadvantages
• boring
• not different from others
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Idea II
The surprise
Mobile-based

Advantages
• unique
• warm tone
• engaging
• fun

Disadvantages
• more difficult to implement (larger team)
• medium implementation time 
• medium costs

The second direction descrived a combination of 
web-mobile based plaform which was made to be a 
mobile app. The concept focused on deliviring sur-
prises, appealing interfaces, as well as intuitive experi-
ence which would fullfil even the “unmet” need of our 
target group.

Idea III
The wildcard

Physical-based

Advantages
  personalised •

accurate • 
 engaging •
 out-of-the-box •

Disadvantages
 could cost money to use it (innatractive) •
 difficult to implement •
 more time to fully experience the inal product •

The last concept was called “the wildcard” as is not 
digital at all but rather a service which has a physical 
component which is part of the service. We were in-
spired in engaging the citizens by giving them a prod-
uct that they can get it if they fill personal informa-
tion such as their postcode or the energy level of their 
house.
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Idea selection 
Feedback

At the meeting, we agreed with the client that the concept shall be a surprise and be mobile-based, 
although it should perfectly work on desktop too. The main principle behind the platform was to 
facilitate the innovation route. Moreover, the client told us to focus our target group even further on 
innovators only - which we named as the maker, the start-up and the expert.

Finally, the focus of the concept should solve innovators’ main problem(s) first, help them get from 
an idea to a practical solution, find out what is valuable to innovators, as well as makings tools for 
that,which becoe available to anyone (open source character).

Framework The initial framework was based on the userflow of a user that creates a profie, followed by a project and 
finishing it with a lesson learned. In the following client meetings we’ve changed the perspective and 
we’ve created a liniar framework in which we show the top-down approach of the platform. 

The final iteration on the framework was done in a co-creation session with Mark and Melchior. The final 
framework contains moonshots, projects and ideas and can be seen on page 41.
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Framework V2.0

4. Develop
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Persona

the “Inactive”the “Inactive”

The first version of the persona was broadly made based on the attitude and behaviour of 
Amsterdam citizens before having the first meeting with our client. Initially we categorised the 
users of the platform as the activist, the watcher and the inactive citizen (p. 33).

Although the user segments was too board, the visualised hypothesis persona gave us a start-
ing point to imagine and consider potential users’s situations, as well as to capture our client’s 
intention and need via the aid of visual thinking. This help to narrow down the design focus, 
with our client’s input.

The second version was developed based on the first round of interviewee and the client’s 
input focusing on innovators only. We have two type of persona: the individual innovator and 
the startup-innovator.

We conducted a few interviews from our friends and neighbours, who are conscious to inno-
vation change, to understand their pain points and needs, and how their experience on Am-
sterdam Smart City Platform.  We noticed obvious keyword and the patterns from them saying 
“event meeting” and “no return to the ASC platform as not relevant” and “connecting people 
wanted”.

After meeting with Mark, our mentor and Melchior, our client, we got instructed to focus on 
startup and scale up stage innovators as these are highly motivated and their projects are 
more likely to be realised. We narrowed down to these groups and focusing more on their de-
tails as frustration and need respectively. So our target. 1) Novice innovator (p. 60) 2) Startup 
innovator (p. 22) 3) Scale up innovator (p. 61).

the “Watcher” Persona of the “Innovator” V1.0
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For the brand it is important to make the connection to both energy transition and Amsterdam clear. 
This is the reason, why we incorporated the three Amsterdam X signs into the shape of a power 
button. All the colours and fonts of the user interface resemble the typical Amsterdam style known 
from other Amsterdam related websites.

Another important aspect pointed out during client meetings was to prevent the interface from 
being too cluttered or overloaded. Only information the user really needs and wants to see should 
be displayed in a simple way, since the user will only engage with something that they understand.

Branding &
UI

Fourth-level navigation item. 
In-page links.

2.2.2.2 Level 4 page

Third-level navigation item. 
In-page links.

1.1.1 Level 3 page

Second-level navigation item. 
NOT Listed in footer or menus

1.1 Level 2 page 
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Second-level navigation item. Listed in footer

1.1 Level 2 PageFeatureH
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Level 1 PageH
Linked from main navigation
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1.2 Stories
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Amsterdam Living Roadmap
Sitemap v2.0

Sitemap The sitemap changed proportionally as we defined more the needs of the user. One of our requirements 
was to have intiuitive experience on the plaftorm, we kept the buttons that the user can access linked to 
the naviagation.

During our meetings with the client, we iterated the “dashboard” and the “participate” sections - which in 
the end became “feed” and “projects” as they should be responsive to eachother and make the plaftorm 
“grow”.

Sitemap V2.0
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User flow The general user flow was created to show what windows and actions an user shall take in order to submit a 
project. The interations concluded in four different user flows that illustrate the features which are the value 
proposition of our service: supersearch, profile creation, idea submition, project proposal. 

Together with the client, we realised that focussing on one persona to create the user flow will result in a 
better understanding of use cases from a specific perspective. The main focus target group for our project 
would be innovators. The user flow presented below in the flow chart asks the question “what dialogues is 
the user facing to get from A to Z?”

Section of the general userflow V3.0

Prototype The prototype started as a respon-
sive web plaftorm which was sup-
posed to show the general over-
view - it was created in Adobe XD. 
We’ve first had wireframes and the 
next step was to fill the placehold-
ers with the information from the 
sitemap. Continuing, we’ve add-
ed prototypes in Sketch and Invi-
sion to do animations. 

The user testing with Marcus and 
Andy had as conclusions that the 
first animations of the dashboard 
and projects are very appealing 
but not intuitive yet. One change 
was to switch from top-down 
transitions to left-right transitions 
to simulate the swipe. Moreover, 
we’ve agreed to have two differ-
ent tab bars: one for the general 
flow and the other one for proj-
ects section as is easier for the 
user to navigate.
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5. Deliver
Description The Living Roadmap is a platform that streamlines innovation in Amsterdam by beign intuitive and 

delivering surprises that solve the needs that innovators encounter during their projects. The concept 
behind the solution was created as a response to the user research we had with our target group. 

Technically, the platform is responsive and it can be used both on mobile and web. Moreover, the 
features of the platform are all based on the “Supersearch” which is an engine that filters meta-data 
visually and is present in the action of creating a profile, asking for a need and searching solutions.

The reasons why an user should use the platform are consisting of: it keeps the existing community 
(of Amstedam Smart City) and it develops it further; it gives motivation to the user by seeing the ac-
tivity which is happening around; the platform is intuitive and non-obtrusive; and finally, the content 
is always relevant and changing. And our value proposition, comparing to other platforms, consists 
of: 1. The platform facilitates learning and knowledge sharing by providing lessons learned from 
each project; 2. The experience is engaging and intuitive because is information is visible and the 
interface is not complex, yet it offers only relevat information; 3. Every project has a monitored and 
visible impact and constirbution to the main Amsterdam’s energy transition goal.
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Sitemap

Sitemap V5.0

1.1 Activity

1.2 Events

1.3 Articles

2.1 Phase I / Ideating

2.2 Phase II / Making

2.3 Phase III / Reflecting

5.1 Funds
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5.4 Tutorials

3.3.1 Tools

3.3.2 Workplaces

3.3.3 Maps
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U.1 Profile
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U.4 Settings

L.1 Mission & vision

L.2 Goals

L.3 Find information

L.4 Get connected

L.5 Take action

L.6 Log in / Register

Projects2 Meetups3Feed*1 Library5Community4 User profileU

LandingL

Amsterdam Living Roadmap
Sitemap v5.0

In order to create an intuitive experience and to incorporate the features in the concept, we have divided the 
website in five main sections: Feed, Projects, Meetups, Community, Library. The feed contains the activity and 
inspiration which motivates the user to get engaged and the projects, meetups, community and library are 
there to fill the needs of the innovators and push forward the projects to reach the common goal.

Features

“Propose project” Userflow V4.0

The initial user journey gave us opportunities to improve the experience and we’ve focused on the following 
actions: creation of profile, proposing an idea/project, searching information/projects/connections, visualisa-
tion of progress and project and recieving relevant information.

Our features of the platform are based on the “Supersearch” which is a method of using visual filters in the 
form of a “Chatbot” that can help users find relevant information. The Supersearch works the other-way-
around too as, for example, it finds an user if a project “needs” him/her and it sends a notification to announce 
that. On the other hand, the creation of the user profile and the projects’ proposal is based not on the usual 
“filling form”, but on the “chatbot” which help you fill the details. The only feature which is different in the 
concept is the interactive overview map that contains the location of the projects.
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The energy transition of Amsterdam consists of two directions: using existing solutions and creating new 
solutions. Our concept solves the second part, in which we focus on creating new solutions (=innovations). 
In the energy transition, there are three goals of reducing the CO2: e-generation, e-saving and e-efficen-
cy. The goals have four main energy themes for Amsterdam: buildings, industry, consumption, mobility. 
Our framework focuses on the (existing) buildings theme. 

The framework consists of projects that only “acknowledged” experts can submit. The projects might 
be in the form of challenges, opportunities of even future perspectives. The projects have diffferent 
relevance/value and this is determinated by the memebers of the platforms. Moreover, all the projects’ 
actions are monitored and updated regularly - and if they are location specific, they are placed on a map.

The concept supports more routes, depending on the user/persona that is using the platform. Our exam-
ple is focusing on the “Innovation route” as mentioned in the first paragraph. The route supports individ-
ual makers, start-up creators or scale-up projects.  “Moonshots” is the first phase of the route. Everyone 
is able to start  a moonshots if it can be linked to a challenge/opportunitie/perspective. Key partners can 
allocate budgets for that.

In order to create the projects, there are previously ideas and innovations. The projects are required to fill 
their needs so the platform can give them relevant information. The project-mergers and co-creation are 
highly rewarded on the platform. Updating the project is required, as well as highly rewarded too - as it 
keeps the platform living. 

Finally, the main goal of the framework is to help innovators grow their projects by constantly providing 
relevancy to their needs to solve the projects and contribute to the energy transition of Amsterdam.

Framework
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Prototype
(demo)

1. Welcome 5. Activity3. Zoom-in 7. Get involved2. Overview 6. Meetup4. Opportunities 8. Grow
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Concept
A division of: past, present, future
- Past: 1. Vision of MoA on energy transition + 2. Previous actions taken to energy related problems
- Present: 1. Description of present problems + 2. Call to action (tackle the problems by either joining a group that is already 
working on that /or send your own idea - here is where the framework appears)
- Future: 1. See foresighted problems + 2. Join research to foresight the future of energy transition

Do’s:
- timeline; be transparent, organised
- action button; connect people to each other, make it accessible
- list all existing/past/future problems; make visible

How might we?
1. How to support innovation?
2. How to engage the community?
3. How to monitor the progress?
4. How to organise big data?
5. How to monetise/ get funding of th project?

How might we create a framework that streamlines innovation to be visible, transparent and united, so that more acces-
sibility and collaboration among innovators – including the citizens, the City of Amsterdams, organisations – to realise an 
inclusive and effective energy transition?

Appendix
De-brief Goals of the City of Amsterdam:

- Lead the energy transition in NL and EUR
 - Clear and democratized direction for innovation in energy transition
 - Better organization of the way innovation happens
 - Speed up making Amsterdam more sustainable
 - Streamline innovation
- Involve citizens of Amsterdam (mainly innovators)
 - Collaboration
 - Inclusion
 - Accessibility
 - Enable innovators to determine the relevance of their idea
    - Make it easier for innovators to build upon existing ideas
- Stop climate change
- Motivation for new, clean businesses

Vision:
- Living roadmap;Open online platform
- Explain what kind of innovation is needed and why
- Support for developing ideas into feasible solutions
- Platform / framework should answer questions such as:
    - What is being worked on?
    - What challenges need to be solved?
    - What are possible future scenarios as outcome of innovative ideas?

Need: Amsterdam and stakeholders from energy enterprises need a systematic approach; monitoring of 
the progress of innovation in energy transition
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Moodboard Visual 
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Research
set-up

Requirements
    A. Innovator for go green people
        - Senior management
        - Age: 15-60
        - Married
   B. Company
    - Young and single stressful individual
    - Junior-level position
    - Age around 25-early 30s
    - Enjoy materialistic lifestyle (one trait, e.g. actively 
posting on IG/FB)

  C. City Hall
    - Junior-level position
    - Age around 25-early 30s

  D. Existing platform users
    - ASC users (one trait, e.g. actively posting on IG/
FB/ Medium/ online sharing on energy transition)

Research Objective
1. Validate 2 persona “adj + Noun” and “description / characteristic of persona).
    1. Understand their lifestyle and current live struggle
    2. Understand their existing product ownership and employee benefit
    3. Testing the assumption of deductible related to user’s satisfaction.
    4. Identify their motivation and frustration in their stage of life
2. Build additional persona if applicable
3. Discover opportunity for _____________________________________.
    1. Understand user’ interested media, online channel and area of interest [awareness]
    2. What triggers them to active / take action [micro-moments]
    3. Buying consideration [conversion]

Research Methodology: Semi-structured Interview; first ground interview: max. 5 participants for each per-
sona

Semi-structured interview: Expected around `20-30` minutes (depends on interviewee’s availability)
Format:
- In-person
- Participants will share about their background.
- Budget: Transportation fee and coffee/tea receipts
- Incentives: Coffee treat

In-context immersion:
Interview to be conducted in a place where users normally have their breakfast/ lunch/ dinner, or any of their preferred loca-
tion. This can be in a café, restaurants, etc. Interviewers to cover all questions in this section during the interview.

Opening Lines:
Hi ________________,

Hope this message found you well. This is Venus, a User Experience Designer and a master digital design student at Am-
sterdam University of Applied Science. My team are conducting research on Energy Transition for the Amsterdam Smart 
City(ASC) to make it more useful and smooth for the users. We find that you previously working on the [“City-zen: Virtual 
Power Plant “](https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/projects/city-zen-virtual-power-plant#about) and post on ASC platform.

Thus, we would like to get in touch with you, to learn about your experience on using the platform and challenge of running 
the project. What you wish to be done better. By gathering this, we hope to nail the pain points and to improve the digital 
product and user experience, so that it will help to benefit to users like you.

If you are available, possible we have a 30-minute interview next Monday or Wednesday afternoon?

Looking forward to hearing from you. 
Thanks.
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Research
extracts

Individual innovator / Mick
Occupation: Researcher, digital society school; living in Amsterdam for 6 months
Other facts: prefers to use desktop when looking for events
Reasons why he uses Amsterdam Smart City
- Find projects and events
- Be part of the community and to bookmark things (events, people, projects, ...)

> “this is what I’m using the projects page for us to find people [...] and make a list of those people and  approach them 
directly”
> “I think the main reason why I made a profile was [...] people would see that I’m part of the community”
> “I would say it’s not designed for easy navigation, you really have to read through everything and really pay full attention”

Navigation / Overview
- “there’s so much going on, it **should be more structured**”
- Homepage too **cluttered** (“don’t know where I should look”)
    - Too much text, no images
    - Does not change when logging in (should be personalised)
    - social media and partners take up too much space
    - “recent comments” → not clear where comments come from / where they belong
- People thumbnails: Not clear if these are working on the project, the founders or just interested people

Map
- Only red pins, no information
- Also not more information when zooming in, need to click to get information
- Labels used earlier are not present here
- No option to look for “nearby” things
- Better example: “onthegrid.city”

Emails
- getting emails about topics that he is not following
- weekly update emails are better  all emails should be that way
- stops him from engaging more (fear of getting even more emails)
> “I already get a lot of spam emails. I don’t want to ‘like’ anything because I don’t want to get overloaded with emails”

Projects overview
- Colour labels are not used in a good way and too small
- “maybe there should just be a sort of outline” (around a project in the overview)
- “interested in” and “like”: What’s the difference?
- Title sometimes not displayed completely
- Not all labels seen (“+3” is confusing)

> “the smallest thing in the interface is this colored label. [...] It’s super annoying that I can’t scroll through something very easily and just find 
what I want.”

Good things about Amsterdam Smart City
- “what I like about it is that you can make a call for people to join your projects”
- Map pins have images when you click them
- Menu point “visits” - easy to understand, handy
- Single project page is better than overview - more information
- It’s good that you can see who is working on which project

Other platforms that he used
- Meetup
- Twitter (to find out about events)
- Does not use eventbrite (meetup is more about the community than eventbrite)
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Research
extracts

Start-up company / Tudor
Education
- Bachlor in Business Innovation
- Learned how to look at any busness from any industry from different perspectives
Occupation
- Has a startup in sustainability
- Works as a freelancer
- branding for company in Romania
- Consultancy in design (design sprint workshops)
- Living in Amsterdam: 4 years

Knowledge in Energy Transition 
- Was topic in thesis (focus on mobility, vehicle to grid options, car sharing systems)
- Thinks energy will be free in the future because it will come from sources like wind and sun
- Thinks people want to have their own energy, own power, generating it themselves (independence from grid)
- Amsterdam Maps that show which buildings can use solar panels
- Bijlmer Arena: solar energy panels, stored in old car’s batteries, powering the neighbourhood
- Fully circular village in Amsterdam North
- Knows Amsterdam offers funding (up to 50k)
    - But you need a business plan and you have to pay them back
    - So not feasible if you just want to start something quick not that serious

Inspiration and Motivation
- Starts with a problem
- Look around - what annoys you, what do you want to solve?
- Have eyes open, be inspired from other industries as well, see how they do things
- Innovates by combining two different industries into a third one
- Look at trends
- City gave him so much, wants to give back, take care of city

On working with others
- Likes working in teams because he does not know everything
- Is not sure whether he wants to work with someone who does exactly the same he does
- Mentors are really good; Without his mentor he would not have gotten this far 
> “you might have [...] a monthly meetup where all of you gathered and select the best [ideas] and move forward.”

Talking about a potential new platform
On Amsterdam Smart City
- Only platform that allows people to be together and find out about new projects and get involved
- Focussed on doing good things for the city
- Active community (used for thesis surveys, good feedback / participation)
- Anyone can post / request something
- Also used to find a job
- Does not think it makes a difference whether he uses it as an individual or as a startup (except if his company was looking for employees)

On his start up
- Thought a good product will sell itself
- Actually: a lot of marketing is needed => unexpected barrier
- Difficult to get people from just liking the product to be wlling to pay for it too; Solved problem by cooperating with a friend 
- Does the packaging and posting himself
- Current focus: increase sales, scale up; Validating a new partnership (can you get x wish list requests with x Euro?)
- Networking by going to meetups about recycling, circular economy, talked to other companies, social media (Fb & Instagram, LInkedIn)

 Ideas and Suggestions for a platform
- Introduce Challenges
- Have a contest to encourage people to come up with ideas
-Companies already do that but then you need a full business plan
- Enable an individual to work on part of it without needing to have everything

> “if a normal guy like, like us, that are not experts, but still want to contribute, then maybe we could [...] split the project in five different parts, 
let’s say, and then people could focus only on one part, to have this community gathering on the same project”
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Research
extracts
transcript

Expert / Marcus
6:00 one of the first or the only industrial product designer with phd in circular product design (but there will be more)

7:30 “cradle to cradle”, “rethinking the way we make things”, important part of circular economy look at materials we use 
in the world in two systems: one is biological and can be broken down by nature, exist in nature by themselves the other is 
technical materials that do not exist in nature (in general not good for health), if set in free ecosystem would be damaging, 
considered pollution

13:30 circular economy acknowledges that the perfect world does not exist, instead it is sort of a spiral and we can try to 
make the spiral get as close to a circle as possible

15:20 not aware of what is happening regarding energy transition in Amsterdam, not on the radar, energy is not his main 
field, you have to focus on something lives in leidsendam (close to den haag), not in Amsterdam Den haag published doc-
ument saying they’re commited to becoming the most circular city in NL, sees solar panels pop up on roofs in neighbour-
hoods; even if you don’t own a house that is fit for solar panels, you can pay a bit to have solar panels installed on somebody 
else’s roof or a company’s roof and use part of that energy for yourself → use a donor roof; much more common in Germany, 
people get money back for each kwh they produce and give back to the net

19:30 *where get more info?* Google. “Green energy initiatives Amsterdam” “Renewable energy Amsterdam” “energy 
subsidies Amsterdam” to find programs that are about that or information

21:35 inspiration: hating to throw stuff away that’s still working, hard time seeing materials as waste or worthless, 22:20 can’t 
throw away a plant even if it looks horrible, even with weed

23:20 industrial design has always been about sharing or making stuff available

26:10 make it possible to have one product for 6 people instead of 6 products for 6 people, do more with less without having 
less experience

26:50 experience should remain rich and human
example: things are changed in a way that the experience becomes much poorer and groups of peoples excluded (banks and post offices, older 
people are excluded?), replacing human with digital interaction, meeting people social interaction, building / strengthening sense of community.

29:10 make a digital system more efficient but make a social system less efficient → how can we have both? where are solutions that help you as 
a company, move along with technological developments, but in a way that does not destroy community aspect maintain it (30:15)

30:20 two pictures of the world
1: people are efficiently working from behind their desks, computers, arranging all affairs online
2: more messy world, people meet and have to go from one place to another but interact
Personally I would prefer the latter option because life as an experience becomes very poor if it does not involve meeting other people

31:20 online makes your world smaller, reinforces what you are interested in. example: met someone in train had a conversation about kiliman-
jaro - would have never typed it in computer ever but now might. Coincidental meeting expands horizon. *find likeminded people, community*: 

33:50 hop from person to person, symposium, organic way, not preplanned, emerges, start with person already known and go from there or ini-
tiate conversation with someone found online, maybe company website or (35:10) not into virtual community, might be generation, use linkedin 
a lot, it’s the only platform used

45:00 ++ idea to put a fee on discarding stuff so people don’t throw away stuff too easily

52:00 mentoring, prefers to work from home from time to time, mentored some grad projects

59:00 would generally help other people, how much time depends though

1:00:00 ++ cares about his privacy

1:02:20 keeping a low profile and wanting to be anonymous doesn’t work well with getting ideas out there so you have to find a balance
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Research
extracts
transcript

Expert / Ruby
1.Could you share about your role in the City-zen project? 
I am a part-time content manager for the City-zen project. We coordinate a verity of projects that are focused on energy 
innovations in urban environment. 
https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/projects/city-zen
The demonstrations are listed here: http://www.cityzen-smartcity.eu/# [tab – projects] and here: https://amsterdamsmartcity.
com/city-zen 

2.Who is your target audience at the energy transition innovation sector (age group/ individual/startup)?
Target Audience: local citizens, students, local stakeholders, policy makers, housing cooperation’s, business/industrial com-
panies, scientific community, cities, media

3.Does the number of people following City-zen projects are of a satisfy target to you?
Important in this project are the lessons learned of the demonstrations/projects. Untill March 2019 these projects are in a 
monitoring phase. After that the projectleaders of the demonstrations will start to make a final document about the project 
and see if there are upscaling opportunities. In November 2019 there will be an end-conference in Brussels. It is difficult to 
verify the exact amount of followers. And because we are now entering the dissemination phase, this will be of more impor-
tance.  

4.How do you unite and activate the users to engage with the City-zen projects? 
- By organizing events where projects demonstrate their innovation
- Presentations for delegations organized by Amsterdam Smart City
- Make use of the Amsterdam Smart City community 
- Retrofitting: subsidy for home-owners who renovate their houses
- Retrofitting by housing cooperations
- (social and technical) Research by TUDelft
- Per project, which are led by companies like Waternet, Alliander, are responsible for execution of the project and activa-
tion. In this phase the projects are in de monitoring phase. 

5.What are the challenges of your role to run the project?
Limited time ;-) Gathering the latest information of all the projects. Some of the projects are quite technical, so the challenge is to make the 
content interesting for a broad audience.  

6.Could you share with us your experience on using Amsterdam Smart City platform?
1.e.g  How does/doesn’t the platform enable you to reach to your goal?
More easy way to share projects. More interactive and more possibilities. 

7.As a user of the ASC platform yourself, what do you think the platform could be done better to push for the City-zen project forward?
Easy way to push more small messages (Twitter/Facebook format), a wall…

8.I see City-zen has a twitter account, whether City-zen project has offline activity and facebook group/event page? If not, what are the consid-
eration?
It is depending on the project and which news we can share. Most of the time I use the City-zen website, Amsterdam Smart City posts/events, 
City-zen Twitter, Amsterdam Smart-West facebook. Due do different target audiences each time is (a little bit) different.  

9.Based on your experience, what are the key motivations for energy transition innovators? 
- EU funding for the projects
- Collaboration between partners
- Collaboration between companies

10.In your opinion, what is missing to enable energy transition during the whole process in Amsterdam and should be done better?
A lot is already happing, but not yet is people’s everyday live.  
There must be some steering from government
Thinking in the long term, and not in the short term
Make it simple and attractive for citizens. 
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Persona V2

Expectations

1. A clearer call to action button to direct me what to do on the website. 

2. For submission projects, it should be more prominenet on the landing page

3. The map should only show what is happening and what is near and relevant to me. 

Give me options to filter.

Motivations

1. New to the energy innovation field,  

hope to learn more.

2. Connect with innovators in

Amsterdam. 

                      

 

Frustrations

1. The website has too much info

clustering not relevant to me.  

I now use Meetup instead.

2. Too many notifications not relevant to

me from EDM: email marketing. 

 

About

Male years26

Amsterdam, moved here for 6 

months.

Researcher at Waag Society

Innovator 

Member of ASC platform, but 

rarely using it again.

Technology

Bernard | Light and mobility researcher  Guardian

Goals

1. Look for events to attend to network 

2. Look for inspiration of projects.

3. Speak with people could help with his research.

Quote

1. I want to explore possibilities on the platform combined with real world 

(e.g. monthly meet-up, AR map to see where are the closest projects) 

2. no limitation on choices/call to action

3. I like the tour features and its app. 

4. For looking  projects and navigate people, I usually look on website, 

easier to open another tab. 

PROJECT: MoA

Expectation

1. There is a notable section on the web that I can easyily find the financial information.

2. Easily to filter the people relevant to my search goal.

Motivations

1. Scale up the business.

2. Hiring personnel.

 

 

 

 

Frustrations

1. Hard to navigate to find the funding

support, tax, advice.

2. Look for people's background take

much of time.

3. Too much information cluster. 

 

About 

Male years38

Amsterdam

Business Development 

Manager

Create device and app for 

household clean energy.

Business run almost a year, 

Scale up: speaking with 

investors

Not frequently use ASC 

platform

Jeroen  |  Business Manager in an 

innovation startup, run almost a year. 
Rational

Goals

1. Hope to expand the business with financial support, 

2. Hope to get tips about info about funds,

3. Look for new office space for expansion.

Quote

I would pay for the desired resources (send message to members)

PROJECT: MoA
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User journey
+ Persona
(principal)

Bernard | Light 
and mobility 
researcher 

Dutch innovator

34  years old 

AWARE ACQUIRE CONSIDER: TRIGGER ACTIVATE CREATE PROFILE LOGIN FEATURES PROJECTS NETWORK EXPLORE EXPLORE MARKETING: EMAIL

Google ASC: Landing 
page

ASC: Events  ASC: Sign up ASC: Set up 
an account

ASC: Login 
view

ASC: Project ASC: 
network 

ASC: request ASC: Map Mail

Find info for his project. Look for events & people

that fit his research topic.

Look for interested things 

Network with people

Enable bookmark features,

so no need to save them

separately. 

 

Expect for future customised

content 

Enable bookmarking 

Explore members only features

 

1. Look for personnel

2. Look for inspiration 

Look for personnel Gain an understanding Attend face to face

meeting around the

neighbourhood

passively receive information

neutral

confused miss out 

neutral

not engaged confused confused

annoyed

not engaging

rage annoyed

1. Google keywords: 

Amsterdam Innovation 

2. Find ASC

Explore the platform   Look for interesting people.

Explore the events, challenge

topics.

1. Sign up with his email.

2. Create a profile

3. Direct to the Welcome 

Fill the minimum

requirement of creating

profile

Explore Glance through the

page.

Reach out to

people

Read their

description

Move to other page

Close the browser tab.

Click the pin. Turn off the notification.

Not to receive random people's

project.  

 

1. Information is quite

clustering.  

 

2. Not sure what to look at. 

 

3. Social media icons and

partners logo are too big 

1. The theme tag (filters) are too

small, not obvious.

1. The interest tab is at the

bottom.

2. Hardly find the interest tab

again, once you return to

Acc profile.

3. Account setting  

1. The login view is the same as 

before login.

2. The posting tabs are too small. 

Confusion:

1. Project cards:

1. The project title

should be all shown.

without ...

2. too many labels tag 

3. (+ number) in the

tab, not clear 

4. meaning of Like! 

5. People''s thumbnail: 

What does it mean?

1. About of ASC. is

hidden in the

Network tab.

2. No filters to look for

users.

1. Not engaging.  

No pictures

1. Irrelevant

information

2. Couldn't find out

what the pin

means.

3. Not intuitive

4. Time consuming

1. Irrelevant information is

annoying.

1. Limited the number on

section tabs.

2. Narrow down content of

each page.

1. Use visual emphasis on theme

filers.

2. Make them more contrast,

standing out in the info crowd.

Put the interested topic at

the topper view.

1. Highlight key action buttons.

1. Simplified no. of action buttons,

2. e.g. Make it bigger.

3. e.g. Adjust the layout:

1. not four vertical small buttons.

 

1. Limit label tag

2. Keep it simple 

1. Rephrase: network

2. Rearrange the iA. 

3. Bring the ABOUT

out of this tab.

Add thumbnail pictures. Show relevant pins

Location

Time

Topic

Ask and feed relevant info.

New to the city.  

with a clear goal in mind

to network and find

projects.

Information clustering. 

A lot happening on the

bottom of landing page.  

 

 

 

The theme tag (filters) are too

small, not obvious.

Convenient to bookmark the

things, without the fear to

losing them.  

 

Easy to login with email /

social media account. 

I would probably miss out this. Login view of Landing page: 

is not inviting,  

 

Expect to be more inviting for writing

up project 

 

Not much contrast to symbolise the

difference .

Confusion of the content

in project cards. 

 

It is not helping. It is not engaging.  

Not picture in this section.

I only see red pins. 

I hope to see what is

happening around

me.  

 

But not everything.

I don't care what other people's

project if it is not my field.  

 

 

Ok we have the weekly email with

pictures.

Channel

User Goals

Scenario

Experience

Act

Problems

Ideas/Opportunities

Think & feel

PROJECT: MAP:MoA Innovator journey map 
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Persona V3
(final)


